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Background: 
Maintaining ecosystem resilience

Fire management objectives:

• To minimise the impact of major bushfires 
on human life, communities, essential and 
community infrastructure, industries, the 
economy and the environment.

• To maintain or improve the resilience of 
natural ecosystems and their ability to 
deliver services such as biodiversity, water, 
carbon storage and forest products.
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Background:
Victorian resilience metrics - vegetation

➢ Tolerable Fire Interval 
(based on Cheal 2010)

• Proportion of total area 
(statewide and by EFG) 
currently:

– below minimum TFI
– above maximum TFI

• Annual and cumulative area of 
each EFG burnt while below 
minimum TFI

• Variation in inter-fire periods 
over time
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Recent developments:
Victorian resilience metrics - fauna

➢ Geometric Mean Abundance (G )
• A versatile diversity measure 

• An index of community status

• Track changes over time

• Can be ‘unpacked’ to estimate
impacts on individual species

➢ Vegetation Growth Stage Structure (GSS)
• Observed vs goal GSS

• Proportional change in G between the 
ecological goal and the observed GSS

• Track performance against goals
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Growth stage structure and 
faunal response curves
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• Uses conceptual models (response curves) that 
link the needs of terrestrial vertebrate fauna to 
vegetation growth stages after fire, via changes 
in habitat parameters.

• Models based on known relationships between 
faunal abundance, vegetation type and habitat 
parameters (expert knowledge), and post-fire 
vegetation response.

• Currently focussed on a subset of fauna – Key 
Fire Response Species (vertebrates)

• KFRS selected based on Wildlife Atlas 
records and fire response (expert 
knowledge).



Recent developments:
Growth Stage Structure optimisation

6From: MacHunter et al. 2015 Initial Growth Stage Optimisation Analysis in the Otways – Building the Ecosystem Resilience Model for 
Adaptive Fire Management and Planning.  Arthur Rylar Institute for Environmental Research



Utilisation:
Pyrodiversity 
promotes 
biodiversity
Optimisation
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Models of 
species’ 
responses to 
fire history

Optimal 
allocation of 
growth stages to 
maximise overall 
diversity

Incorporate targets 
into decision-theory or 
modelling framework 
using fire scenarios

(Kelly et al. 2014, Chick et al. 
2018)

Management 
strategy options

Optimal 
management 
strategy

Sensitivity to:
• Survey design
• Species included
• Allocation of growth stages
• Species weightings (e.g. status)

(Giljohann et al. 2017, Sitters et al. 2018)

Deriving fire 
response curves 
from existing 
presence only data 
e.g. Biodiversity 
Atlas (Di Stefano & 
Sitters 2019)



Where to next?
Grain and spatial pattern of Growth Stages (fire mosaics)

Satellite images of habitat heterogeneity in the Martu homelands. 
Bliege Bird et al. PNAS 2008;105:39:14796-14801
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Indigenous burns

Wildfire



Refining management tools:
Growth stages and fire mosaics

Landscape scale influences
– Rainfall-driven productivity patterns interact with mosaic-related responses 

(small mammals, mallee, Kelly et al. 2012)

– Spatial variability in nature of response (reptiles, mallee, Nimmo et al. 2012)

Taxa-related responses
– Some groups not responsive (reptiles, mallee, Farnsworth et al. 2014)

Disproportionate importance of some growth stages
– Long-unburnt habitat particularly important for specialists

(birds, woodland, Prowse et al. 2017; birds, mallee, Taylor et al. 2012)

Refining habitat requirements
– Requirement for key structural components

(e.g. logs, litter.  Woodland, Holland et al. 2017)

– Habitat condition not directly related to TSF
(mammals, forest, Swan et al. 2015)
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Current Research (ARC Linkage project)
Using fire to manage biodiversity in fragmented 
landscapes
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